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W. H. GORMAN ELECTED KING LEAR TO BE FIRST
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF
PLAY STAGED OUTDOORS
TRIPOD FOR 1938-39 Professors Shepard and Greenley
G. B. Patterson New Managing
Editor; Cromwell Named
Assignment Editor
BUTHS BUSINESS HEAD
Stockwell Promoted to Circulation
Manager; Bland is Next Head
of Circulation Department
At a meeting of the Executive
Board Sunday night, William E.
Gorman, II, of Baltimore, Md., was
elected Editor-in-Chief of the Tripod
for the ensuing year. , George B.
Patterson of Gwynedd, Pa., was named
for the post of Managing Editor, and
Josias J. Cromwell of Baltimore, Md.,
became the Assignment Editor for
the next term. Promotions to the
Editorial Board were as follows:
Brayton M. Porter of West Hartford,
Ward P. Bates of West Hartford,
George M. Rountree of · Rahwah,
N. J., Edward L. Burnham of North
Windham, and Edwin A. Charles of
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New additions to the Reportorial
Board are: James S. Neill of Manchester, Richard W. Insley of North
East, Md., Richard C. Phillips of
Hartford, Marshall Nead of Nol'IWood,
Mass., Thruston Wright, Jr., of Pittsburgh, Pa., John F. Crockett of New
York City, Francis A. Kelly of West
Hartford, and Richard K. Morris of
Centerbrook.
Joseph C. Buths of West Hartford
was promoted to the position of Business Manager.
Under a new plan
Herbert R. Bland of West Hartford
became the Assistant Business Manager, and Francis A. Stockwell of
Hartford succeeds to the office of
Circulation Manager.
In addition,
John H. Ewing of New York City was
elected to the Business Board.
Gorman, who had served previously
as Assignment Editor of the Tripod,
is a member of the Ivy Board, and
the Sophomore Dining Club. He is
a member of Saint Anthony Hall.
Patterson is a member of the Ivy
Board and of the fraternity of Alpha
Delta Phi.
Cromwell is connected with the
Jesters and is a member of the Ivy
Board and of Saint Anthony Hall.
Buths served previously on the
Tripod as Circulation Manager. He
is a member of the Delta Phi Fraternity.
Bland was Secretary-Treasurer of
his class during the Trinity term of
his freshman year. He is a member
of the Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity.
Stockwell has served on the Tripod
Business Board for the past two
years.
Two changes have been effected in
the makeup of the Executive Board.
The incoming Assignment Editor will
hold his position for the Trinity term
only, resigning in June at the close
of college. On the Business Board,
the position of Advertising Manager
has been abolished, and in its place
has been substituted the Assistant
Business Manager who will be
groomed for promotion next year.

CHAPEL NOTICE
During the examination period,
morning chapel service will be held
at 8.30 a. m. Sunday afternoon
vespers will be held at 5 p. m.

Will Direct the Jesters'
Newest Vehicle
At the meeting of the Jesters held
in Cook Lounge Thursday, January
13, plans for the forthcoming production of Shakespeare's "King Lear"
were revealed. As a result of the
lack of interest for an original musical comedy, the Jesters decided to
devote alf their time and talent to
making their new vehicle an all-round
success, inasmuch as it will be their
last production this year.
The Jesters have secured the able
help of Professor Shepard and Professor Greenley as co-directors. Professor Shepard, an authority on
Shakespeare, is well qualified to direct the interpretation of the speech
and characters of the cast, as is Professor Greenley to direct the staging
and lighting of the play.
It is the expectation of the Jesters
to present this Shakespearian tragedy in an out-door setting sometime
in the latter part of May. Professor
Greenley, who was present at the
meeting, discussed the possibilities of
staging "King Lear" in front of the
cloisters on the south side of the
chapel. This backdrop, flanked by
the tower on one side and the choir
room on the other, will provide an
irre:;;istible setting for the presentation of the tragedy. Plans have not
yet been fully completed, but it is
expected that a sort of amphitheatre
will be constructed from bleachers.
Melodious strains from the chapel organ will accentuate the mood intermittently during the play.
Tryouts will commence the first
week after the mid-year examinations, and as soon as casting has been
done, rehearsals will begin. There
is a chance for an unusually large
display of talent, since the cast in
"King. Lear" /Comprises twenty-two
male and four female parts, not to
mention the innumerable extras that
will be needed.
If enough interest is displayed in
this forthcoming production, its success will undoubtedly surpass that of
"Coriolanus", which, when presenteq
a few years ago, proved to be one of
the Jesters' most widely acclaimed
vehicles.

BLUE AND GOLD TANKERS
TAKE UNION IN 47-28 WIN
Union College Swimmers Break
Pool Records, But Trinity
Mermen Win
Five records toppled as the Trinity
tankers defeated Union College last
Friday, January 14.
Joe Clark,
blessed with a well-rounded team,
saw his men pile up 47 points to the
opponents' 28. It was Union's first
meet and they were undoubtedly
placed at a disadvantage. Few teams
could have competed with the mermen
as Slowik crashed the 220-yard freestyle and the 50-yard backstroke pool
records and as Aksomitas flew
through the 200-yard breaststroke to
break the pool record by 8.4 seconds.
Trinity divers pulled down both first
and second places, and Trinity won
the 300-yard medley relay with ease.
The Union men splashed Trinity a
bit as Brittin set a new 100-yard freestyle pool record and their 400-yard
relay quartet bettered the pool record by 54.6 seconds.
(Continued on page 4.)

INTRAMURAL WINTER
PROGRAM UNDER WAY
St. Anthony and Alpha Delts Win
Squash and Water Baseball,
Lead in Basketball
The results of the intramural water
baseball activities are as follows:
first, Alpha Delta Phi; second, Psi
Upsilon ,a nd third, Sigma Nu. At
present Alpha Delta Phi has one leg
of the trophy and the Neutral "Golds"
another.
In squash racquets, St.
Anthony came out first, Psi U. second, and DKE, third. St. Anthony
hereby gains the first leg of the
trophy.
In basketball St.• Anthony leads in
the American League, having won
three games. Psi Upsilon stands second, ,having won two games. Alpha
·chi Rho is third, having won one
game. Neutral "C", Alpha Tau
Kappa, and Delta Kappa Epsilon are
fourth, fifth, and sixth, respectively.
In the National League, Alpha Delta
Phi is on top, also winning three
games. The Neutral "Golds" are
second, having W{\p one game, while
the Sigma Nus and Commons Club
tied for third ;place, each having won
one game. The Neutral "Blues'' are
fifth, and the Delta Phis ar·e sixth.
The foul shot record for the American League is 29 out of 92; for the
National League, 45 out of 101. The
total number of personaJ fouls for
the American League is 69; for the
National League, 81. The best team
foul shot records are: 1-Sigma Nu,
.578; 2-Psi U, .533; 3-Alpha Delts,
.482. The team personal foul records
are: 1-St. Anthony, 22; 2-Sigma
Nu, 20; 3----IA.lpha Delts, 17.

W. G. MATHER, '77, MAKES
LARGE GIFT TO COLLEGE
Donation of $140,000 Disclosed
at Trustees' Meeting-Faculty
Appointments Announced
Receipt of a gift for the general
endowment of the college of $140,000
in securities from William G. Mather,
'77, of Cleveland was announced by
Dr. Ogilby Saturday at the January
meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Mr. Mather has been the most generous donor to Trinity College in its
history, having given the $1,000,000
chapel completed in 1932, and last
year a large sum of money to endow
it. A motion was passed expressing
to Mr. Mather the appreciation of tlie
Board. Mention was made of other
similar gifts and bequests.
It was also announced that Professor Gustave A. Kleene, head of the
Department of Economics, would retire at the end of the year. Professor Kleene, who is the second oldest
professor in point of service, came
to the college in 1903 when he served
as assistant professor.
The annual reports of the President,
the Treasurer, the Dean, and the
Librarian were presented in printed
form. The Treasurer's report showed
that in the past year there was a
surplus of receipts over expenditures
amounting to $4,944.68, and that the
income from the securities of the
value of $3,000,000 in the Consolidated Fund amounted to. 4.4o/o. Reports of the executive committee, the
alumni secretary, and .other committees were accepted and placed on file.
On recommendation of the Joint
Education. Committee the following
instructors were reappointed for the
academic year, . 1938-39: Edward R.
(Continued on page 4.)
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EDUCATION TALK GIVEN CHEMISTRY PROFESSORS
BY PROFESSOR SHEPARD DELIVER ADDRESSES AT
FIRST GARVAN LECTURE
Way to Better Living Pointed
out in Wednesday Morning
Chapel Address

Atkinson, Burwell, Schneider, and
Smith Talk on Different
Phases of Subject
"Render unto Caesar the things
that ar-e Caesar's and unto God the
't·hings that are God's" was the theme
chosen by Professor Shepard in a
chapel address Last Wednesday on the
general subject "Education."
"The world at present depends on
education as it has in the past," he
stated. Education, ·h owever, is interpreted in two ways. Many hold that
education should fit us as the world is
now, while others say that it should
fit us as the world ought to be. The
Realists who compos·e the first group
offer the young men of the !World advantages that seem almost overwhelming. If one conforms to their
way of thinking, rich rewards can be
obtained practically for the asking.
No sacrifice is asked and only a slight
degree of intelligence is required.
Money and the things that money
will buy ue the main objectives of
the Realists.
The Idealists who compose the second group offer little of this world's
goods. One must do without riches
and wealth if one is to become a true
Idealist. They offer instead freedom
-a freedom that sets the souls of
men at rest with the world.
We have always had Realism IWith
us, but, if we scrutinize it closely, we
notice that its one great defect is its
lack of spiritual truth. This is easily
seen in politics. If one man conducted
himself like a nation, he would not
survive a day. Our present day
studies are swayed by money values,
as courses are usually chosen on the
basis of money and prestige they
will bring to us in later life. Another
def.ect of Realism is its dullness. It
offers comfort only to the body, and
the body is really not worth it.
Idealism, however, can becom~ more
dangerous if followed too closely.
There are two worlds, the body and
the spirit, and, if ;we desire a true
Realism, we will give weight to both
sides. The way to better living can
be found by combining the best in
Idealism and Realism. We must follow the paths of beauty and love and
never forget that this is a spiritual
world. If we consider a wagon as
representing the Realistic world and
a star the spiritual world, we can use
that reliable phrase, "Hi'tch your
.w agon to a star," as our motto.
"Render unto Caesar the things that
are Caesar's and unto God the things
that are God's."

KRIEBLE LAUDS GARVAN
Purpose of Lecture Was to Reveal
Methods of Research Used
by Modern Science
A capacity audience jammed the
Trinity College Chemistry Building
Auditorium on Friday evening, January 14, to hear "When Molecules
Meet", the first of a seri-es of fou·r
lectures dedicated to the memory of
the late Francis P. Garvan, former
President of !the American Chemical
Foundation, who donated money fOl'
the endowment of the Trinity Laboratory.
Lecture in Four Parts
The lecture was divided into four
distinct parts, each one of which was
dircussed by a different member of
the Trinity Chemistry Department.
All four of the s;p eakers found
occasion to enliven the evening by a
number of interesting experiments,
some of which were marked by startling
explosions,
vividly-glowing
lights, and showers of sputtering
sparks.
Avowing that, despite the perhaps
sinister array of flasks, beakers, and
other forms of glassware on the table
in front of !the audience, there /Would
be no asphyxiating stenches. to overpower the spectators, President Remsen B. Ogilby asserted that tlie .p urpose of the lecture was not to convey
bits of scientific information, but
rather to demonstrate the methods of
research employed by modern science.
He then paid high tribute to Professor Vernon K. Krieble, designer of
the Chemistry Building and Head of
the Ohemistry Department, and introduced him as the next speaker.

Krieble Praises Garvan
Dr. Krieble began by stating that
F•r at.cis Garvan, although a lawyer
at first, was one of the first men to
realize the enormous value that would
accrue to this country from the pop·
ularization of chemistry. By a series
of papers on the subject and by the
establis·h ment of a number of scholarships ·a nd professorships, Mr. Garvan
heightened! the interest of the nation
in chemistry and speeded up the development of this science. He raised
between 100 and 200 million dollars
for the establishment of laboratory
buildings, and as a result we now
have over 1500 scientific laboratories
in the United States. Mr. Garvan
procured the money to publish these
successes in journals and thus placed
them before the public eye. Dr.
Krieble quoted a pa.ragraph from a
publication of the American Chemical
Soc'iety which said, with regards to
Cardinals, Beaten Once m Six M!r. Garvan, that "No man in his age
Starts, Will Attempt to Annex or genera:tion did as much as he to
Mythical ,State Court Title
awaken public interest in chemistry."

TRINITY HOOPMEN FACE
WESLEYAN HERE TONIGHT

Tonight Wesleyan's red-clad forces
will invade the Hopkins Street Gym
in . an attempt to add the Blue and
Gold scalp to an already impressive
collection.
Coach Dale Lash's netmen will come to Hartford in a
vengeful mood after their defeat by
the Lord Jeffs in their first game of
the Little Three Championship playoff. In that tussle, Amherst edged
out the Cardinals by a 41-36 count
after the vaunted Middletowners had
piled up a 20-17 lead in the first half.
(Continued on page 2.)

Prof. Smith Speaks
Professor Sterling B. Smith, first
regular speaker on the program, then
took the floor and rumounced that he
would deal with the topic, "What is
Chemistry?" He defined chemistry
as "a science tha:t treats of the composition of matter and of the changes
in composition and energy."
In one sense of the word, said
Professor Smith, we are all chemists,
since we perform chemical reactions
every day. We are, however, irlter(Continued on page 4.)
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present gams.
We can close only with an appeal, we admit it sounds almost
Sunday-schoolish in nature, for all the undergraduates to realize
in their voting for all honors or offices that their votes will only
reflect themselves. There are enough small people in this world;
let's have at least here at Trinity a s·ense of bigness that will give
the greatest good to the greatest number.
And now we come to school spirit. We hesitate to talk about
that without defining it. We are afraid most Trinity students
would not know what we were talking about, but we'll wade
merrily in, taking a lot for granted. Just why the student body
should as a whole be so apathetic; why there should be such
obvious boredom, nonchalance and indifference manifested in
almost ever y ordinary undergraduate activity is a question to us.
The dead weight of inertiatic listlessness drags down and clogs
the workings of almost all student activities that do not have a
definite effect on the grades to be obtained. We have given up
pleading. All we can do is to look past college and see that the
world still values wide-awake, zestful enthusiasm. We also realize with regret that alma mater loyalty, one of the finest things
in life, according to Dr . Ogilby, is a direct outgrowth of college
spirit. We hope that the present stagnatory per iod will not prove
to be a per.manent drag on the college.
The
We have touched on the appearance of the campus.
administration has endeavored to make several improvements,
but, after all, can anything succeed without the active cooperation
We have idly dreamed of the perfect
of . t~e Student Body ?
Tnmty gentleman, but these dreams are still being rud'ely shattered by hideous nightmares in which infantile males play the
lead. Ideals of sportmanship have flowed from our pen, but more
are evidently needed.
These and many other things have drawn our comments and
criticisms, but have we succeeded? If success can be measured
by the satisfaction gained from having relieved one's personal
feelings by putting thoughts into writing, we have, if we measure
it, as we must, by Mr. Webster's definition-"a favorable or prosperous course of termination of anything attempted"-we have
failed.
And thus we retire, a little more disillusioned, a little more
discouraged, a little more disgusted with human nature in general
and Trinity students in particular. We hand over to young blood,
to fresh blood, to new, undismayed spirits a tremendous task,
wishing them any and all possible success. May they retire with
heads unbowed.
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R. I. P.
.·WJ:len we, the retiring editors of the Tripod, wrote our first
e.d1tonal for the paper, we started off something like this, "We
hght our torches-." Since that first issue we have borne on
high: many of our torches; others of our lights' it has seemed wiser
to hide under a bushel. In this, our last editorial, we shall once
more brandish on high the by now familiar planks of our platform. We shall also in our recapitulation unveil some of our
hitherto unpublished ideas.
We agitated for an improved glee club. We take no credit
upon ourselves, but we are indeed happy to see that the glee club
has taken great strides forward during our regime. They have
made notable progress particularly in the type of the music that
they have adopted for their repertoir e. In raising their annual
:~udget? the Senate officially recognized the improvement; and,
Jn closmg, we can only say that we hope they carry on.
We should like to say as much for the library. Unfortunately,
we cannot. The situation there, to our way of thinking, has
grown worse. What we think, moreover, is important, for we
represent the students' viewpoint. We realize that these final
remarks will in all probability fall on ears just as deaf as ever,
but we still cannot refrain from pointing out the folly of having
a college library, ostensibly for students, in which over 95 percent
of the books are not readily accessible to the students.
That,
briefly, is just our way of saying that we still think that the
paying members of this college should be allowed to browse and
do individual research work in the stacks. It is true that we have
a paid messenger whose business is supposed to be to run out into
the stacks and get our books for us. If the gentleman at the
little desk is not out in the reading room somewhere dutifully
'shhhing", he will graciously run out for one person at a time
and bring back the books which are carefully listed for him on
a piece of paper. That's all very fine if the student knows just
what books he wants. In the majority of cases, however, he has
been assigned only a general topic. He may have to go through
a dozen books before he finds the particular thing for which he is
seeking. The card index is not very valuable as a selective factor,
but often at a glance a man can tell if a book will be of use to
him. How much simpler and more conducive to research it would
be to let a man go into the stacks, go to the particular section
shelving the books he wants, and let him there sort out from all
the material in the field those works of value to him.
And now once more we come to the subject of politics. We've
been all over the ground before, and we think that there are few
angles that we've overlooked. Always when there has been an
unfortunate occurrence of unsavory smell, · a small, determined,
usually fraternal group has been found to be at the bottom of the
proceedings. ·we wonder just what these small-oh very smallpeople get out of their actions. Do they feel proud at. having
de~rived the majority of the just and good leadership they deserve? Maybe they feel that they have ga.i.n ed glory or prestige
for their group by their conquest. If so, they have forgotten that

l

weakness and incapacity coupled with an inevitable ' sense of 1 rr-----...-:.~------1

smoulderi~g resentment will in the future offset any fancied

Unjust criticisms of the Tripod have been as numerous during
the present administration as ever, and will undoubtedly be just
as numerous in the future. With this in view, we present the
following facts which are not generally realized by the average
Trinity man, with the hope that the path of the new editors may
be made easier.
The college paper is published primarily with the idea of
keeping the undergraduate body informed about college affairs.
All true enough, but few people stop to realize that alumni also
subscribe to the paper-alumni who supply just as much, if not
more, of the financial backing which is necessary for its success.
For this reason, it is essential that all college news-even if it is
old to the undergraduate body-be included.
Recently, the college has failed to cooperate with the editors
of the Tripod in the matter of news releases. All possible scoops
have been given away, with the consequent elimination of spot
news. It is true that several times scoops have been promised,
but someone has always had cold feet at the last minute, and the
cat was out of the bag. The fact that the college is located in a
city is but a minor factor in this regard. If the new editors can
secure this necessary cooperation, the paper will be greatly improved.
The paper, although an undergraduate institution, is an official representative of the college. As such, it cannot contain any
material which would be detrimental to the interests of the college,
and, consequently, much news, often the biggest topics of campus
conversations, must be left out.
The above are only some of the difficulties which must be
faced. The college has no alumni bulletin, and the Tripod, with
its three alumni issues a year, must serve in its stead. There is
no money to go out and hire a few H. L. Menckens, Walter Lippmanns, etc., to write for the paper, with the result that the best
of what material that comes along must be taken. The size of
the paper must be governed by the amount of advertising available. People must be made to read the paper before criticising..
These are only the major evils which face all Tripod editors.
Some can be rectified, and some cannot. It is our sincere hope
that the new editors ,may overcome as many of these obstacles as
possible and thereby present a much better paper.

BASKETBALL PREVIEW
(Continued from page 1.)
To date, the Wesleyan score board
shows a rather impressive array of
victories. The Amherst defeat was
the first in six starts. Numbered
among the victims is no less a headliner than Yale to whom the Cardinals administered an amazingly sound
drubbing Last week. Wesleyan also
toppled Connecticut State from the
ranks of the undefeated and needs
only a victory over Trinity to annex
the mythical Connecticut college
basketball title. Outstanding for the
Wesmen is the play of Captai11 Wally
Sonstroem, whose masterful shotmaking the Blue and Gold had plenty of
chance to y.ritness in last season's
court wars. He will be the man to

watch if Trinity expects to keep within range of the visitors. The only
comparison that can be made between
the two teams as far as scores go is
in their r espective showings against
Haverford, which both have already
encountered.
According to this
rather uncertain way of comparison,
Trinity is better than the invaders
by several baskets.
Right now, the Trinity record is
two wins and two losses. Bard and
Haverford were the victims while a
newly formed Colby team edged out
the Hilltoppers 34-31 in an unexpected upset. Last week the elongated Engineers of Worcester Tech
downed ·a 'fighting but much shorter
Blue and Gold five here on the home
floor. Trinity was able to hold its

CAMPUS OPINION

'""------~~~-----•

The Question: "Do you think that
specialization in the sciences defeats
the pur pose of an undergraduat e
education?"
The Answers:
Carl Hodgdon, '38 (course in arts )
"I do, empha tically! Education in
its true sense is for the purpose of
developing, of leading out, for a ful
f illment and matur ing of the charac
t.e r of man. The n oblest living of
lrfe can only be reaJized by t he
growth of critical intelligenc·e . By
intelligence I mean comprehen sion
'the ripened f aculty of insight, as distinct fr om mer e practical knowledge.
Surely, it is desirable to live the
fullest life .
" The stringent demands of economic
welfare, unf ortunately, tend t o def eat
this state of being . It is a r egrettable
trend, but concentr ation in t he logic
of science defeats, I think, t he growth
of the moral man, the intelligent

man."
Neil Fanning, '38 (course in arts):
" I believe :that the fellows taking
up the sciences in college are here for
a definite purpos e and that is to
specialize in the sciences.
Our
science courses at Trinity are excellent. I think that ther.e should be
more specialization. The f ellows that
take up the science in college plan to
do graduate work; to do this, specialization is a nec·e ssity."
Beekman Budd,"39 (course in science):
"Yes. I believe that an undergraduate education is primarily for
t he purpose of giving a man a funda·
mental background of knowledge. By
limiting the field to .scie nces one
cr eates a biased mind and a lopsided
vision which r efuses to appreciate
the a esthetic and restful side of life,
but views it in the cold, practical
t erms of science. Undergraduate
education should be a well-conceived,
well-balanced combination of science
and classics, with neither one nor the
other creating too firm an impression
0'11 the mind; when college is finished
and gradua'te work begun, then is the
time to begin specialization."
Newton Mason, '39 (Pl'e-dental):
"Undergraduate education is in
many instances a :part of the pr epara tion for later graduate work in the
sci-ences. In these cases concentration
in the sciences does not defeat, but
fulfill s the purpose of the undergraduate education. When underg r aduate .education is not intended
to fit the student for a particuLa.r
scientific occupation, .c oncentr ation in
the sciences certainly does defeat t he
purpose of the undergraduate college
career. This is true because in any
but a scientific life, a :more liberal
education is of greater service to the
student in later life. The more liberal
education, of course, is .also desirable
for the scientist, who, however, usu~
ally cannot spare time for many
courses outside his own special field."

own against the six foot four Forkey
and his ilk dur ing the first half, but
in the last two periods, the Engineers
kept the ball out of r each long
enough to wind up with a scor ing
spree and a 57-41 win. It was the
Blue and Gold showing in t he W orcester encounter that lends a r ay of
hope to the Trinity r ooters.
The
Hilltoppers might have won if they
could have made up in fight what
t h ey lacked in height. Tonight they
will not be facing the tallest team
in New England, but one that still
has t he advantage in reach.
.The Trinity lineup has been bolstered by the return of Bob O'Malley
to the net war s. O'Malley's experience should prove a big help to a
squad composed to a great extent of
first year varsity men. The Oostingmen will miss the servkes of Ed
Morris who has retired from the
game for the season due to ·academic
stress.
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WORCESTER TECH TRIMS
BLUE AND GOLD, 57-41
Oostingmen T ie Score at Half
But Greater Height of
Tech Prevails
After a brilliant first half showing, Coach Ray Oosting's Trinity
basketball machine stalled, and the
giant Worcester Tech ball club
coasted to a 57-14 victory last Tuesday night at the Hartford High
School gymnasium.
The first half was an exciting affair.
Midway in the first quarter
Trinity pulled away to a six-point
lead, thanks to the sharpshooting of
Art Mountford and Jack Carey, but
Tech fought back and with Munson
dropping the ball through the hoop
from the sidelines, and Rushton and
Forkey caging rebounds, they took a
four-point lead with two minutes of
the half remaining. The Blue and
Gold was not to be denied, however,
and the ·Oostingmen deadlocked the
score at 23 all as the half\ ended.
When the teams returned to the
floor for the second half, it was obvious that the superior height of the
Worcester men would prevail in the
end. Tech immediately went to work,
and with Captain McEvan setting the
pace pulled away to a fourteen-point
lead at the end of 'the third quarter.
Shortly after the start of the fourth
quarter Captain Jim Kenny left the
game on fouls after holding Raslavsky, the Bay Staters' star center, to
five points. About a minute after
Kenny left the game, Mountford committed his fourth foul, and was
forced to depart. This weakened the
Blue and Gold, as he had scored sixteen points, but after the start of the
second half the issue was never in
doubt.
At the final whistle the
Trinity substitutes were valiantly
try{ng to cut down the Tech lead, but
the game ended with Worcester in the
van, 57-41.
Outstanding for the Techmen were
McEvan, Munson, and Rushton, while
for Trinity, Mountford, Kenny, and
Carey did heroic y:ork.
The lineup:
Worcester Tech.

G.
McEwan, If,
Bergston,
Munson, rf,
Bellows,
Raslavsky, c,
Wells,
R ushton, lg,
J enkins,
Elliott,
F orkey, rg,
Shlora,
Formbee,

0
·0
4
0
0

F.
1
0
0
1
3
0
2
0
0
2
0
0

Totals,

24

9

5
0

5
1
4
0

5

P.
11

0
10
3
11

0
12
0
0
10
0
0
57

Trinity.
Randall, lf,
Lindner,
H opkins,
Carey, rf,
O'Malley,
Kenny, c,
Mountford, If,
K eane,
F erguson, r g,
Collins,

G.
0
2
0
5
0
1
8
0
4
0

F.
0
1
.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P.
0
5
0
10
0
2
16
0
8
0

BLUE AND GOLD FROSH
WIN TWO MORE GAMES
Undefeated Quintet Stretch es
Streak to Five by Wins Over
Tech J.V. and LaSalette
Last Tuesday evening at the Hartford High School gymnasium, the
Trinity College freshman quintet
fared better than did the varsity, the
yearlings trimming the Worcester
Tech junior varsity to the tune of
44-31.
Against the T·ech team the superior passing and more accurate sno ·>ting of the freshmen assured Trinity
of victory. The score at the end of
the first half was 18-8 in favor of
Coach Ralph Erickson's lads anrl. at
no time during the contest was the
Worcester team closer than six points
to tying up the fray. Seedman and
B01·stein were high point men for the
Trinity Frosh,
Seedman scol'ing
fourteen points and Borstein two less.
In a one-sided victory Saturday at
the Hillside A venue gym, the team
downed the LaSalette College quintet
by the score of 67 to 23. The visitors
showed their superiority early, and
the outcome of the game was never
in doubt. At the half the score was
23 to 6, and the freshmen maintained
their lead in spite of a mild rally on
the part of the LaSalette teain.
The high scorers for the Tri~ity
hoopmen were Thomson with seven
field goals, Seedman with twelve, and
Borstein with five. Starring for LaSalette was Meunier , with four goals.

TRINITY MERMEN NOSED
OUT BY COLGATE'S TEAM
Slowik Breaks Scoring Record
by Piiing Up 13 Points;
Score 41-34

20

1

41

Referee, Coyle; umpire, Dissenger;
t ime of halves, 20 minutes.

Tune in on WTIC (each weekday morning ) bet ween 7 and 8
o'clock, for that inimitable wakerupper, Ben Hawthorne, and his
equally inimitable Bossie--bovine
tonic for all ills.

G. FOX & CO.

Congratulations are in order to the
Blue and Gold hoopmen for their heroic stand in the first half of the
Worcester Tech game.
Playing a
team superior and much tailer than
they (the Techman averaging 6 feet
2 inches), the Oostingmen scrapped
and fought for every ball they could
get their hands on, diving for loose
balls like a footballer after a much
coveted fumble, and completely rushing the Tech team off its feet. A
last half stand by the Worcester team
saved the day for them. The Trinmen were determined, but determination doesn't soothe aching backs or
blistering feet.
Trinity's individual stars being Art
Mountford, whose hot shoots seldom
fai'led to click all through the first
half from all corners of the court ....
Jack Carey second highest scorer for
Trin . ... and Dick Linder's under-thebask\!t stands.
Although not tall
compared to the Giants from the
Northland, Dick certainly did use all
his energy and spring to avail in getting them off of the backboard. We
particularly liked Ray Ferguson's diving recoveries of those free-rolling
balls.
The outstanding man for Tech was
Captain McEwan, whose knack at
faking a set-shot and then slipping
by his guard is an A number one
example of real ball playing.
It seemed as if Trinity was going
to be right behind the proverbial
eight ball from the start when it was
learned that the Techmen employed
a zone-defense which called for a
change in the home team's offense ...
However, the wide floor of the Hopkins Street gym worked out in
Trinity's favor by making more floor
for the Techmen to cover on their
zone-defense.
We noticed that Amherst took
Wesleyan last Saturday for the Cardinal's first defeat in six games .. ..
all of which doesn't make Trin's prospects for Tuesday night especially
good; but don't put your loose change
on Wes just yet, for they have always had trouble playing in our Hartford back yard, whose floor is much
shorter than their rambling country
~tate .. . . Keep your eye on Wally
Sonstroem, the Wesleyan captain, he
is the current Cardinal cord swisher.
We notice the Freshmen aren't doing so badly at the old hoop game
(Continued on page 4.)

Lack of Practice Hampers Blue:
and Gold Skaters in T ilt.
with Prep School T earn~

Office News

Senior Trustee of Trinity Collegte,
gave a dinner in Philadelphia at the
Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, asking a
number of his friends to meet President Ogilby. There were eighty-one
guests present, including Judge Buffington's college room-mate, William
G. Mather, '77, Martin W. Clement,
'01, William H. Eaton, '99, Dr. W. S.
Hubbard, '88, Rev. L. C. Washburn,
'81, and a few other graduates of
Trinity College, who helped Judge
Buffington act as host. Among other guests were Chief Justice Kephart
of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania; Dr. Rosenbach, a famous bookcollector; George Wharton Pepper,
former Senator from Pennsylvania;
Dr. Kaufman, formerly adviser to the
King of Siam; Morris Clothier of
Swar thmore College; Judge Manton
of New York; Judge Meekins of North
Carolina; J. B. Keenan, Assistant
Attorney General of the United
States; Dr. Francis Cooke of the
Presser Foundation; George Smith,
vice-president of the Bankers Trust
Company of New York, and a number
of other distinguished jurists and
bankers.
Judge Buffington presided at the
dinner. The first speaker was Senator Pepper, who spoke about the importance of educational institutions in
America today, paying special tribute
to Trinity College. Judge Meekins
told various stories about lawyers in
the South, and President Ogilby spoke
about the college. At the end of the
dinner, Mrs. Ronald Kinney, mother
of R. E. Kinney, Jr., of the freshman
class, with a group of friends sang
"Sons of Old Trinity", a song written
by Judge Buffington to the tune of
the "Marching Song of the Anzacs",
after which she led the entire company in the singing of "'Neath the
Elms."
On Saturday afternoon the Alumnae of Mt. Holyoke College paid a
visit to Trinity and inspected the
chapel.
In their honor, President
Ogilby played the carillons, including
in his program several Mt. Holyoke
songs, and Charles Walker, assistant
college organist, gave a recital on the
(Continued on page 4.)

FINE PIPES A ND
FINE TOBACCOS

Last Tuesday afternoon, the newlyorganized hockey 'team, the first one
to · represent t he college, albeit unofficially, in several years, ~layed a
thrilling 3-3 tie with the Black; and
Gold forces of Westminster School.
Showing a definite lack of practice,
but at times flashing a brilliant offensive and a sturdy defensive game,
the Blue and Gold warriors battled
through three periods of ·h ard hockey.
Had the game· gone into overtime
periods, Trinity undoubtedly would
have won, but darkness fell upon the
rink .as the Trinity puck-chasers
began to get the feel of things.
Westminster jum~ed in'to a 1-0 lead
in the first period, but Trinity retaliated with a brace of goals during the
second frame. At the start of the
third period Westminster came back
strongly 'to register two goals, and
with the loss of the game in sight,
the Trinity forces put on the pressure, Kiiey rifling the cords with a
side shot. Towards the closing seconds of the game Trinity had two or
three good c·h ances to register, bu't
poor passwork prevented it.
The individual work of Frankie
Jackson stood out. This stalwart
defensive player broke up many plays
with his smart stick-handling and
body-checking. Frank also registered
the second goal, the other one being
scored by Clarke Nickerson.
T·he line-up of Trinity was as follows : goal, Merrill; left defense,
Hall; right defense, Jackson; left
wing, Kiley; center, Gordon; right
wing, Smith; spar.e s: Reinheimer,
Nickerson, and Madden.
- - - -- - - - - - -- - - -

ALLYN - Starts Wednesday "Thrill of a Lifetime", with
Dorothy Lamour, Ben Blue, and
Judy Canova. Co-Hit-"Night
Club Special", with John Barrymore and Louise Campbell.
E . M. LOEW'S-Secorid Week"You're 81 Sweetheart", with
Alice Fay. Added Feature"The Wildcatt er", with Scott
Colton and Jean Rogers.
STRAND - Starts Wednesday"Bordertown", wit h Paul Muni
and Bette Davis. Co-Hit-"First
Lady", with Kay Francis.

N-B-C TOBACCO

HAYWOOD
CORDOVANS
Standard for College Men.
S elected Shell C o rdovans

Eleven Dollars
SIMMONS
48-58 PRATf STREET

The Morning After

l
·--------------------------

TRINITY HOCKEY PLAYERS
On Monday evening, January 10,
TIE WESTMINSTER, 3-3
Judge Buffington of the class of 1875,

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS

In the second of its two meets in
foreign tanks, the Trinity mermen
absorbed a 41-34 defeat Saturday
from the hands of Colgate. Coming
into the 440, Trinity needed a first
and second to clinch the meet, but the
fast Colgate team was too much for
the invaders. Havimg used every
means at their disposal to keep on
even terms with the. locals, Joe
Clarke's s!wimmers could not overSOME BEAUTIFUL
come the odds. against them in this
STRAIGHT GRAilNS
crucial event.
The brightest spot in the Hilltop
performance was t he work of Johnny PORTABLE AMPLIFYING
Slowik, who piled up a total of 13
PHONOGRAPHS, TABLE
points, the greatest number ever ac- RADIOS, PHONOGRAPHS,
141 ASYLUM STREET
cumulated by a Trinity swimmer.
RECORDS,
Opposite Bus Station Corner Trumbull
This was made ,p ossible by t he fact
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
that the meet was held under the
National Irrtel'collegiate r ules, allowat
ing a man to participate in t hree
events. In addition, Aksomitas broke
his own college record in winning
"The House o f Music"
the 200-yard breaststroke with a time
of 2:38.
89 ASYLUM STREET

O x f ord s with Wing Tips.
Totals,

l
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HUBERT
DRUG COMPANY
213 ZION STREET
'.' Just over the Rocks"

Liquors and Wines of the Finest
Special Prices to Students

Visit our Branch Store:

TRINITY DRUG, 1284 Broad St.

McCOY'S Inc.

HARTFORD
NATIONAL BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY

~ndal Jrintin_s

Comer Main and Pearl Streets
Hartford, Conn.

Announcem ents
Branch-70 Farmington Avenue
Invitations
Tickets
Programs

XMAS CARDS
We have a wide a ssortment for the holiday
season. U inconvenient to call at our office
phone to have our display broqht to you.

HUNTER PRESS
302 ASYLUM ST.

Tel. 2-7016

HILTON'S SERVICE
OFFICE MACHINES
Royal, Underwood,
Cor ona Portables;
Typewriter Ribbons
and Carbon Paper.
Overhauling and
Repairing on all Makes
of Machines, Rentab.

Palace Theater Building
647 Main Street, at Gold, Hartford
Telephone 6-8012

Printing & Bookbinding
The Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co.
8 5 TR UM B ULL ST R EE T ,

HA RT FO RD

Quality Book and Publication Printers
Since 1905

THE!I BOND PRESS, INC.
94 ALLYN STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
Telephone 2-8901
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Page Four
CHEMISTRY LECTURE
(Continued from page 1.)
ested in the products of a reaction,
rather than in the composition.
Professor Smith next diff,e rentiated
between simple physical changes,
such as freezing and boiling, and
chemical reactions. AI pail of water,
when frozen, has an energy change
because of the loss of heat but is jn
no way different chemically. A mixture of iron and sulfur, stated the
Pro£essor, may be separated into the
constituents without any change in
composition. T·h is is done by the use
of a magnet. But if the mixture is
heated, a chemical reaction, according
to Professor Smith, does ta~e place,
and there is an energy change in the
form of heat being given off.
Iron and sulfur, Professor Smith
said, are elemen'tary substances from
which the chemist derives more complex structures. There exist 92 of
these eJ.ements, and it is the task of
the chemist to take the various elements and to combine certain one~
of them in different proportion. A
chemical compound, Dr. Smith stated,
may not be separated without the
use of some energy; mere mechanical
means will not suffice.
Debunks Magicians
Professor Smith then explained
how some circus magicians have apparently accomplished the impossible
by turning water into wine. They
really employ a colorless liquid which
.r esembles water and which, when
poured into another test-tube containing ingredients not readily perceived, actually turns into wine of
a sort. He performed the experiment
and then, ,p ouring the wine into !Mlother .test-tube, produced milk.
"After a few more experiments,"
joked Professor Smi'th, "I'll have
shown you hO!W to run a drugstore."
He remarked upon the color solutions
which used to appear in the windows
of drugstores, but which have disappeared
since
the
drugstores
"changed from the d:::ug business into
the hardware business." These color
reactions, he said, are the basis of
volumetric analysis, l!li V•e ry important
branch of chemistry.
The combinations of two liquids, he
asserted, may in some cases result in
the formation of a solid. He illustrated this by an •e xperiment in which
a ,p recipitate was formed. Next he
demonstrated the bleaching powers
of hydrogen peroxide.
• Professor Smith stated that there
are four types of chemical reaction,
namely, those of combination, decomposition, replacement, and double deComposition. · These l'eactions he
illustrated by simple equations drawn
upon the blackboard.
Chemist Only Converts
"The chemist does not crea:te, he
only converts," Professor Smith
declared. Chemists have proven, said
he, that in aU chemical reactions the
total weight of the reactants equals
the total weight of !the products
formed; furthel'lllore, the total energy
of the reactants is equal to the sum
of the energy of the .products plus any
energy which ·e scapes during the re-

action. In other words, neither energy
nor mass are either created or destroyed during chemical change; they
are merely transformed f·r om one
condition to another. These are the
Laws, of Conservation of Matter and
of Energy.
"Chemists, then, ar·e faced with a
vast body of facts which 'they have
discovered, and they have classified
these facts according to the way in
which chemical compounds rearrange
during chemical reactions.
This
situation is unsatisfactory because it
seems obvious that there must be
something which is common to all
elements and chemical reactions and
which would form a more suitable
basis for their classification."
How chemists hav-e found sueh a
basis was then pointed out by Dr.
Robert L. Burwell, Jr., who had
selected as his subject, "The Explanation of Chemical Reaction: the Molecul•e."
Said Dr. Burwell: "The aton1ic
theory is employed by chemists to
exp1ain chemical reactions. Scientists
believe that matter is composed of
tiny particles called atoms. Each of
the 92 elements has its own individual
kind of atom. Thes.e fundamental
particles are very small; so small
that 300,000,000 hydrogen atoms
placed touching one ano'ther in .a
straight line would stretch but an
inch.
Attractive forces between
atoms may lead them to combine into
larger units called mo.Jecules. Just
as atoms are the basic units of chemical elements, so are molecules the
basic 1J.nits of chemical compounds."
Dr. Burwell exhibited a model of
the ammonia molecule, showing it to
be composed of one atom of nitrogen
and three atoms of hydrogen. He
also displayed a model of the complicated organic molecule of methylcholanthrene, explaining that it consisted of a large number of atoms
of carbon and ·h ydrogen arranged in
an intric.alte pattern. This compound,
Dr. Burwell asserted, will produce
cancer 1when :painted on the skin of
amimals.
A model of a diamond molecule
was also shown by Dr. Burwell, w:Po
stated that in such a molecule the
atoms are in continual motion, "jiggling up and down like a model T
Ford." The atoms of every constituent of our atmosphere are flying
about in a perpetual state of motion,
some faster than rifle bullets.
Explains Chemical Reactions
Dr. Burwell •e xplained that, according to the atomic! theory, chemical
reaction consists of the rearrangement of atoms with molecules to
produce new molecules. Such rearrangement occurs as !the result of
collisions between molecules. An increase in temperature, said Dr. Burwell, causes an increase in the force
of collisions, and therefore increased
effectiveness of the collisions; thus
an increase in temperature increases
the speed of the reactions. Dr. Burwell went on to :point out that an
increase in the number of molecules
confined in a given volume increases
the number of collisions and therefor·e the speed of the reaction.
Dr. Burwell also mentioned catalysts, those substances which so
greatly speed up the rate of reaction
by their mere presence, remaining
unchanged themselves. When a catalyst is available, one need not use
heat to bring about a reaction, Dr.
Burwell averred. As an example of
this he showed that a jet of hydrogen
g.a.s will burst into flame when played
upon a coldr platinum catalyst.
He was followed by Dr. Edward R.

DuKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DURHAM, N. C.

YELLOW CAB
DIAL 2-0234

Four terms of eleven weeks are given eaeb
year.
These may be taken consecutively
(graduation in 3 and "A, years) or three terms
may be taken each year (graduation in foW"
years). The entrance requirements are Intel·
ligence, character and at least two years of
college work, including tbe subjects specified
for Grade A Medical Selioola.
Cll,taloguea and application forma JDa7 be
obtained from tbe Dean.

January 18, 1938
Trustees' Meeting

TRIPOD NOTICE
The Tripod will not be published
during the mid-year examination
period. Because of the postponment of the Junior Prom the annual issue published on that weekend will be withheld until a later
date. The next issue of the Tripod
will be issued February 15. It will
contain information for those men
desiring to compete for positions
on either board.

OFFICE NEWS
(Continued from page 3.)
organ. Tea was served afterwards
in the lounge.

* *

On Monday the Connecticut League
of Women Voters met in the college
duri'ng the morning and had lunch at
the dining hall.

••

President Ogilby is holding a conference and giving an address in Boston on WednP.srlay at the annual meeting of the Church Service League.
He will remain in Boston for the remainder of the week, speaking at his
old school, the Roxbury Latin School,
where Peter Fish, '36, is now a master.

•

(Continued from page 1.)
Atkinson, chemistry; A. Everett
Austin, Jr., fine arts; William 0.
Aydelotte, history; J. Wendell Burger, biology; Robert L. Burwell, Jr.,
chemistry; Howard F. Doolittle,
physics; Thomas L. Downes, Jr.,
mathematics; Ralph W. Erickson,
physical education; Howard Greenley,
fine arts and French; Walter E.
McCloud, physical education; James
A.
Notopoulos,
Greek;
Frank
Schneider, chemistry; Robert P.
Waterman, romance languages; John
F. Wyckoff, mathematics.
Arthur H. Hughes, instructor in
German, was promoted to the grade
of assistant professor.
Joseph C.
Clarke, assistant director of physical
education, and William C. Helmbold,
assistant professor of Greek and
Latin, were reappointed for three
years. Philip Taylor was appointed
acting head of the Department of
Economics, effective July 1, 1938, upon the retirement of Professor Kleene.
Irwin A. Buell was reappointed Director of the Extension and Summer
Schools.

UNION SWIMMING
(Continued from page 1.)

SPORTS SIDELIGHTS
(Continued from page 3.)
Coach Erickson's squad
themselves.
just ambled over LaSaJ.ette last Saturday afternoon and took the game.
to the tune of 67 to 23. Looks like
the makings of a nice varsity squad.
next year, for, at present, there are
five sophomores on the present varsity squ.ad of ten and then the Frosh
have some likely-looking material on
their up-to-date unbeaten team.
The previous statement made by Joe
Clarke that "As go the relays, so gq
the chances of the Trin Seals", seems
to be working out, for the Blue and
Gold's latest edition of God's gifts t()
the mermaids was just nosed out by ~
strong Colgate squad, and in those
very relays. It seems the score was
tied going into the last event at 34
all .... uh huh, yes, that last event
was the 400-yard relay .... N evertheless the Seals quite acquitted themselves down at Schenectady, where
they broke three pool records, in the
Union meet.
We noticed that Joe
started two new men in the medley
relay in the Union meet, namely, Dick
Hill and Swede Anderson .... The
"Ax" broke >two pool records and
"Seal" Slowik broke another two on
the recent trip.

r·---·-·----·-·-·-·-·r
f
•

•
The summaries:
On Wednesday morning, February
300-yard Medley Relay - Won by '
t
9, the first week of the new term, the
Trinity (Hill, Aksomitas, Anderson);
speaker in the chapel will be Dr.
time, 3:33.4.
Fuess, Headmaster of Phillips Ando220-yard Freestyle-Won by Slover Academy.
wik, Trinity; Passe, Union, second;
Muir, Trinity, third; time, 2.28 (pool
record, 2 :31).
•
Hartford, Conn.
Atkinson, who spoke on "Energy in
50-yard Freestyle-Won by Brittin,
Chemical Reactions." Dr. Atkinson
Union; Campbell, Trinity, second;
defined energy as the ability to do
Teare, Union, third; time, 0:25.6.
work. He .p ointed out that there are
Dive-Won by Johnson, Trinity,
four types of energy: namely, heat
"Poetry is a lan67.21~ Motten, Trinity, second, 58.93;
energy, light energy, electric energy,
guage
that tells us,
Meyers, Union, third, 58.84.
and mechanical energy. To give the
100-yard
Freestyle-Won
by
Britthrough more or
audience an example of energy in
chemical reaction, Dr. Atkinson as- tin, Union; Teare, Union, second;
less emotional reserted that 1500 students doing the Fanning, Trinity, third; time 0:58.3
(new
pool
record.
Old
record
0.59).
action,
something
Big Apple would produce enough
150-yard Backstroke-Won by Sloenergy to lift a five-ton elephant 32
that cannot be said."
wik, Trinity; Hill, Trinity, second;
miles in the air.
Energy produced by physical or Miles, Union, third; time, 1.53.2 (pool
Edwin Arlington
•1
chemical means, Dr. Atkinson stated, record 1:56.4).
Robinson.
200-yard Breaststroke - Won by
may be transformed into several of
its common forms. Thus the energy Aksomitas, Trinity; Connor, Trinity, j
I
of water flowing down hill may be second; Gordon, Union, third; time, ei.•-•-~~~~-•-n-•------•-•--..J.
made to drive an eJ.ectric generator, 2:44.4 (pool record, 2:52.8).
and the electric curr·e nt so produced
Est.
440-yard Freestyle-Muir and Anmade to produce heat and light derson, Trinity, tie for first; Rein1845
energy. in electric stoves,; and electric hardt, Union, third; time, 6:07.8.
Good Food Brings Good Health
lights, respectively. Inasmuch as the
440-yard Relay - Won by Union
Visit our Famous Dining Room
energy liberated in chemical •r eactions (Teare, DeWitt, Brittin, Passe); time,
is lost to the products -of the reaction, 3:56.6. (New pool record. Old rec- 22 State Street, Hartford, Conn.
chemists know, asserted Dr. Atkinson, ord, 4:11.2).
that the r-esult is a "running down
OUTSTANDING VALUES!
hill" of the materials involved.
(Continued on page 6.)
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HONISS

Genuine Shell

CORDOVANS
$5.95

THE LAVALLETIE
Trinity ·Stationery Co.

For Sunday Supper

STATIONERS AND ENGRAVERS
OFFICE FURNITURE

Corner Washington and Park Streets

Shaefer's

Waterman's
Conklin
Camel

~

l

Fountain Pens,

Pencils,
Ensembles,
and Desk Sets.

Wing Toes, Plain Toes,
Straight Toes.

PACI(ARD
PIANOS •••
Steinway, Knabe, Steck, Weber.
and Wheelock.

BOOT SHOP
218 Asylum Street, Hartford
Just below the Allyn Theatre

RADIOS •••
Philco and RCA.
251-253 Asylum Street

Phone 2·6247

All the Trinity Boys Eat at
The Spaghetti Palace

LEARN TO FLY

ORGANS ..•
Hammond Electric.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
You can get them at

WATKINS BROS.
241 ASYLUM ST., HARTFORD

67 Asylum Street, Hartford

SLOSSBERG
The Traditional Trinity Tailor

Tailoring
BROAD AND LINCOLN STREETS
Telephone 5-1436

Laboratory Supervised
Dairy Products

Bryant &
Chapman Company
. Telephone

2-0~64

Quality~Courtesy-Service

With

Connecticut's Leading Flying Schoo!
~3.00

a Lesson; Passenger Flight $1.5t

Brainard Field, Hartford

l
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1-All grades are to be reported on
a scale of 100.

other indication that the student is
passing the course, shall be treated
as a pass mark, and the student given
same rating, for disciplinary purposes as if he had passed and completed the course up to that date.
Likewise a temporary mark below 60,
shall be treated the same as a course
mark below 60, and therefore, as a
failure. But discipline shall not be
1'mposed 1·n a way wh1'ch shall depr·ive

2-Grades below 60 signify failure.
3-Grades may be temporarily
withheld by use of the marks, Abs .,
Inc., Cond. All these marks should
be accompanied by a temporary numerical grade, based on the work so
far completed. These marks (Abs.,
Inc., or Cond.) indicate that the student has deficiencies to make up before the instructor will feel justified
in giving a final numerical grade.
The final numerical grade need not be
the same as the temporary numerical
grade.

a student of reasonable opportunity
to remove deficiencies which have
been due to illness or other excusable
cause.
5-Abs. (Absent) means absence
from the midyear or final examination. Obvious physical incapacity to
do the examination may be counted
as an absence. The mark Abs. is not
used to indicate absence from class
work. The usual time for making up
midyear examinations is at Easter,
and for making up final examinations
is at the opening of college in Sep-

Rules for Grading

jl

(We print the following rules for
grading for the benefit of any students desiring i'nformaltmn on the
subject. -Editor.)

4-The

general

rule
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concerning

discipline with respect to all these
marks indicating deficiencies is tpat
a temporary grade of 60 or above, or

these deficiencies are due to illness
or other excused absence from
college work. Incompleteness should,
if possible, be made up within six
months. Abs. and Inc. unaccompanied by a temporary grade shall be
considered as pass marks, unless
there is a special reason for making
an exception.
7-Cond. (Conditioned) when ac-

above, or when accompanied by a student has no right to request a
grade below 60, is properly given change of time.
when the student has failed the
course, but the instructor believes the
student should not repeat the entire
course. The student may t hen gain
credit for the course by passing a
makeup examination with a grade
which the instructor considers satisfactory.

companied by a grade of 60 or above,
indicates that the student is passing
the course, but the instructor wishes
the privilege of withholding the
award of a final mark, until he has
had opportunity, by examination or
otherwise, of testing whether the student has removed some minor deficiencies in his work. When the instructor is in doubt what final grade
is deserved, the proper mark is Cond.,
indicating that the instructor desires
the privilege of examining the student further before giving a final
grade, and he should accompany this

9-The giving of Condition marks
is entirely optional with the instructor.
10-Conditions incurred before the
end of a course may be removed in
any way that the instructor may direct. The regular way of removing
a condition incurred at the end of a
course is by examination, which shall
be taken within one month of the
opening of college in September. The
instructor may, on his own initiative,
alter the time or mode of making up
such Conditions, but if the time is altered by more than one month, a
written statement to that effect
tember.
Cond. mark by a temporary grade of should be deposited with t he Registrar, that it may be a matter of rec60 or above.
6-Inc. (Incomplete) indicates deord. Except in cases of illness or
ficiencies, other than absence from
8-Cond. (Conditioned) when not absence from college, or of Seniors
midyear or final examinations, when accompanied by a grade of 60 or incurring Condition at Midyears, the

11-When the question whether a
student shall be allowed to remain in
college depends on his removing deficiencies in one or more courses, the
Committee on Administration may
set a date within which all deficiencies must be removed.
12-If the student fails to remove:
deficiencies, when in the opinion of
the instructor in the course adequate:
opportunity has been given him to do
so, he shall then be considered to have.
failed the course, and he shall become
liable to any discipline resulting
from such failure. A student placed
on Probation because of deficiencies;
may be removed from Probation when.
the deficiencies are removed, if a
passing grade is then awarded by the
instructor, but this shall not apply to
the case of a Condition, which was.
originally accompanied by a temporary grade below 60. Unexpected absence from the course examination
may be treated as a failure in the
course, if there is evidence that suclL
absence was to avoid failure.
Note--In converting letter grades
into number grades, A shall count 95,
B as 85, C as 75, D as 65, and F as
50 ; conversely, 90 to 100 shall be considered as an A, etc.
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.. . -and Dick Powell did- 47 times .

'Your Hollywood
Parade', my new radio program. Luckies are
the gentlest cigarette on my throat."
(Because the "Toasting" process takes out
certain irrit ants found in all tobacco.)

11

3. THAT AUCTIONEER

on our program
reminds me that, among tobacco experts,
Luckies have a 2 to I lead over all other brands.
I think Luckies have a 2 to-1 lead also among
the actors and actresses here in Hollywood."

11

1. THE TITLE OF THE SONG 11 says Dick
Powell, "certainly tells what I did in filming
my new Warner Bros. picture, 'Hollywood
Hotel'. Yet during all this work, Luckies never
once bothered my throat. This is also true ...

4. 11 SOLD AMERICAN 111

the auctioneer
chants, as the choice center-leaf tobacco g.oes
to Lucky Strike. Men who earn their living
from tobacco, know that Lucky Strike buys
the finest grades. These men are the • • •

WITH. MEN
WHO KNOW
TOBACCO
BEST

1/f$

S. INDEPENDENT Buyers, Auctioneers and Warehousemen. Sworn records show that, among these experts,
Lucky Strike has twice as many exclusive smokers as
have all other cigarettes put together. A good thing to
remember next time you buy cigarettes.
.

'
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Have You Heard the Chant of the Tobacco Auctioneer? · ·. ·
"YOUR ·HOLLYWOOD PARADE", Wednesday, 10-11 P. M., NBC
"YOUR HIT PARADE", Saturday, 10-10:45 P. M., CBS
"YOUR NEWS PARADE", Monday thru Friday, 12:15-12.30, CBS
(EASTERN TIME!
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January 18, 1938

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

CHEMISTRY LECTURE
(Continued from page 4.)
Hea.t is the most frequent type of
energy, Dr. Atkinson said, that is
liberated in a reaction.•As an example
of this he produced molten iron by
heating t hermite, and informed the
audience that here both heat energy
and light energy were liberated.
When one thinks of light, continued
Dr. Atkinson, one almost always
!thinks of it ras coming from some
source that contains heat. There is
also cold light, or "chemiluminescence," to be found in a number of
_places, e.g., the firefly. Cold light is
also evoked by the thermite reaction.
Cold light, said Dr. Atkinson, is
frequently used today in the detection
of small amounts of blood. By pouring a certain solution upon the object
in question, one will notice a faint,
luminous glow wherever any blood is
,present.
To illustra-te· cold light further, Dr.
Atkinson poured a certain solution
upon a. tO!Wel and then darkened the
room. As the solution took effect,
the towel assumed a greenish-white
glow and could be easily seen in the
gloom. The most novel aspect of
this experiment came when Dr. Atkinson immersed the towel in water and
then squeezed it, thereby evoking a
downfall of luminous drops of water
which ·h e termed "liquid light."
In ordinary dry cell ba.'tteries
chemical reactions, said Dr. Atkinson,
take place with .t he liberation of electric energy. The liberation of mechanical energy was demonstrated by
the use of ·s everal common explosives,
which included a primary explosive
per( diazotised
4-aminobiphenyl
chlorate), high explosives (glycerol
trinitrate and guncotton), and propellents (black powder). Dr. A'tkinson
defined an explosion as a chemical
reaction which proceeds at a rapid

rate and with the liberation of large
amounts of energy.
A primary explosive, Dr. Atkinson
explained, differs from a high explosive in that it is v·e ry sensitive to
shock. The most common prima.ry
explosive, or detonator, that is used
in the United States is mercury fulminate. High explosives, said he,
are less sensitive to shock than the
primary type but hold much concentration of mechanical energy.
To
illustrate these statements, Dr. Atkinson set off several small explosions, the most jarring of which was
the one involving T. N. T.
Dr. Frank Schneider, the final
spea.ker of the evening, began his talk
by pointing out that, while all sub-

stances are composed of molecules,
gases, liquids, and solids differ from
each other in the conditions of these
molecules.
"While in gases and liquids the
molecules are free to move about and
do so at random, in solids they have
a definite arrangement. This arrangemen't can be detected by X-rays or
by a study of visible crystalline
structures."
The fact that molecules do have
orderly arrangement in solids was
demonstrated when a molten substance in which the molecules were
free to mov·e about was frozen under
the microscope, and rwhen the growth
of the crystals was observed by the
audience. This was made visible to

the syectators by means of a microprojector.
Dr. Atkinson then recounted the
story of the ancient alchemist who,
upon entering the court of Leopold I,
displayed a silver medallion and declared that he could cha.nge i't into
gold. Upon being challenged to do
so, he partially dipped the medallion
into a glass of solution. At once the
half of the :medallion which had been
immersed turned into gold. How he
had done this remained a riddle for
centuries. It was only solved a few
years ago when chemists discovered
th.a.t he had really had a medallion
composed of silver and gold alloy
and, having dipped it into a cid, had
dissolved the less resistant silver on

the surface of the lower half.
In conclusion Dr. Sehneider showed
by means of the polarizing microscope how even in some liquids the
molecules have a definite tendency to
arrange themselves in an orderly
fashion by a demonstration of socalled "liquid crystals", using polarized light.
"The science of che$try," Dr.
Schneider stated a:t the end, "is, like
these crystals, still in a liquid form,
but daily it is being improved and
extended and given new shape."
After the lecture the audience was
invited to inspect the apparatus used
in the demonstrat ions and, to inspect
the facilities and equipment of the
)hemistry labora.tory.
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EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY SPORT,
Special Discounts to Trinity Students.

AUTO STORAGE
AND REPAIRING

"We're as close as your Phone"

Call7-2331

ASYLUM HILL GARAGE
748 Asylum Ave.
"We never close"

very cigarette
features something •••

It's Good Business

Chesterfield features the one
thing that really counts .•. plea·
sure. It all comes down to this:
Chesterfields are made of mild
ripe tobaccos .. . rolled in pure
cigarette paper. . the best that
money can buy.

TO HAVE A
CHECKING ACCOUNT
Paying by check helps you
keep an accurate record of
expenditures and provides
an automatic receipt for
bills paid. Let us explain
fully about a personal
checking account.

Tha(s why ()hesterfield,s
milder better taste will
give you more pleasure.
LAWRENCE TIBBETT
.ANDRE KosTELANETZ
Hartford
Meriden

Middletown
Wethersfield
Rockville
Stefford Sprlnp

PAUL WHITEMAN
DEEMS TAYLOR

PAUL DouGLAS
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